
The Algebraic Mu-Calculus and MTBDDsChristel BaierUniversit�at Mannheim, Germanybaier@pi2.informatik.uni-mannheim.de Edmund M. ClarkeCMU, Pittsburgh, , USAemc@cs.cmu.eduMay 22, 1998AbstractThe paper presents a new calculus (called algebraic mu-calculus) which generalizes Park's relational mu-calculusby representing arithmetric expressions and real-valued functions rather than formulas and relations. Moreover, wegive an algorithm for computing the MTBDD-representation of the semantics for the expressions and terms andshow how several problems (such as graph theoretic problems or veri�cation problems) can be embedded into thealgebraic mu-calculus (and hence, can be solved using our MTBDD-based method).1 IntroductionIn several disciplines of mathematics and theoretical computer science, �xed point problems play a crucial role. Forexample, reachability problems in graph theory, solving linear or non-linear equation systems for real or complexnumbers, the computation of eigenvalues of matrices, the de�nition of denotational semantics for recursive programsor various veri�cation problems for parallel or randomized systems can be reduced to certain �xed point problems. Inmost cases, the solution can be computed by iteration (on the basis of Tarski's or Banach's �xed point).Many set-based �xed point problems (e.g. graph theoretical problems or veri�cation problems for parallel systemslike veri�cation against temporal logic speci�cations) can be embedded into Park's relational mu-calculus [Par74], andhence, can be solved with the BDD-based method of [BCM+92, CGL93]. The algebraic mu-calculus is a generalizationof the relational mu-calculus which replaces formulas of the relational mu-calculus by expressions (that are interpretedby real numbers), relational terms by algebraic terms (that are interpreted by real-valued functions) and the leastand greatest �xed point operators by an operator which \computes" the limit of a certain sequence of functions.Under certain conditions, this limit operator specializes to a least or greatest �xed point operator. The algebraicmu-calculus is a very powerful language. For instance, it subsumes the relational mu-calculus (and hence, all logicsthat can be embedded into the relational mu-calculus, cf. [BCM+92]), the modal mu-calculus with the non-standardinterpretations of [Sei96, HK97] and the probabilistic temporal logics of [HJ94, BA95].We describe an algorithm that computes the representation of the semantics for the expressions and terms bymultiterminal binary decision diagrams (MTBDDs) [CFM+93]. This method yields a \language" for MTBDDs whichhas various applications. For instance, our framework can be applied for solving graph theoretical problems such ascomputing cheapest paths, for implementing matrix operations such as solving linear equation systems or computingeigenvalues and for the veri�cation of probabilistic programs.The paper is organized as follows. The syntax and semantics of the algebraic mu-calculus is contained in Section 2.Section 3 presents our MTBDD-based method for computing the semantics of the expressions and terms. In Section4 we briey explain some possible applications. Section 5 concludes the paper.2 The algebraic mu-calculusThe syntax of the algebraic mu-calculus arises from the relational mu-calculus [Par74] by using arbitary arithmeticoperators (e.g. summation + or multiplication �) instead of the boolean connectives _ and ^, replacing the quanti-�ers 9z and 8z by arithmetic onesPz, minz and maxz and the least/greatest �xed point operators by a limit operator.Syntax: We �x �nite sets of individual variables and term variables. The term variables are associated with anarity (a natural number � 1). Let Op be a set of binary arithmetic operators on the reals such as summation +,multiplication �, the binary minimum and maximum operators opmin , opmax (where e.g. q1 opmin q2 = minfq1; q2g)and the \comparison operators" op./ where ./ 2 f�; <;�; >;=; 6=g and q1 op./ q2 = 1 if q1 ./ q2 and q1 op./ q2 = 0otherwise. Algebraic expressions and algebraic terms of arity n are built from the following production systems:expr ::= q j expr 1 op expr2 j � expr j term(z1; : : : ; zn) j Pz[expr ] j minz[expr ] j maxz[expr ]term ::= Z j �z1; : : : ; zn[expr ] j limit Z [ term " term0 ]1



where q is a real number, op 2 Op, z, z1; : : : ; zn are individual variables such that z1; : : : ; zn are pairwise distinct andZ is an n-ary term variable. For the terms limit Z [ term " term0 ], we require that Z is a term variable and termand term0 are algebraic terms such that Z, term and term0 have the same arity. Intuitively, limit Z[term " term0]stands for the \limit" of the sequence (termn)n�0 where termn+1 = termfZ  termng and where the bracketsf: : :g denote syntactic replacement. As usual we de�ne the boundedness and freeness of occurrences of variables inalgebraic expressions or algebraic terms. The individual variables can be bounded by the operatorsP, min, max and�-abstraction while the term variables can be bounded by the limit operator. An algebraic term is called closed if itdoes not contain free occurrences of individual or term variables.The relational mu-calculus �a la Park [Par74] can be viewed as a sublanguage of the algebraic mu-calculus. Formally,formulas and terms of the relational mu-calculus are special instances of boolean expressions and boolean terms thatare built from the following production systems.bexpr ::= 0 j 1 j bexpr1 ^ bexpr2 j :bexpr j expr1 op./ expr2 j bterm(z1; : : : ; zn) j 8z [bexpr ]bterm ::= Z j �z1; : : : ; zn[bexpr ] j lfpZ[bterm] j gfpZ[bterm]where Z is an n-ary term variable, expr1, expr2 are (arbitrary) algebraic expressions, z, z1; : : : ; zn are individual vari-ables such that z1; : : : ; zn are pairwise distinct. Here, ^ = opmin , :bexpr = 1�bexpr and 8z[: : :] = minz[: : :]. The leastand greatest �xed point operators lfpZ[: : :] and gfpZ[: : :] are given by: lfpZ [term] = limit Z [ term " �z1; : : : ; zn[0] ]and gfpZ [term] = limit Z [ term " �z1; : : : ; zn[1] ] : As usual, disjunction _, equivalence$ and the existential quati-�er 9 can be derived from ^, : and 8. In the boolean subcalculus, we write expr 1 ./ expr2 rather than expr1op./ expr2.Semantics: The domain of the extended reals denotes the set IR = IR [ f?g where IR is the set of real numbers and? is a special symbol which can be interpreted as \unde�ned" or \divergence". Expressions are interpreted by anextended real number, n-ary terms by n-ary functions into the extended reals. A model for the algebraic mu-calculus isa pairM = (D; I) consisting of a nonempty �nite set D (called the domain) and an interpretation I for the individualand term variables, i.e. a function I which assigns to each individual variable z an element I(z) 2 D and to each n-aryterm variable Z a function I(Z) : Dn ! IR.LetM = (D; I) be a model. For each algebraic expression expr and algebraic term term we de�ne [[expr ]]M 2 IR and[[term]]M : Dn ! IR as follows. We assume that all operators op 2 Op are extended to operators on IR. We de�ne anoperator Limit : IR! ! IR as follows. Here, IR! denotes the set of in�nite sequences in IR. Let q0; q1; q2; : : : be an in�-nite sequence in IR. If qn 2 IR for almost all n, e.g. qn 2 IR[f+1;�1g for all n � n0, then Limit(q0; q1; q2; : : :) = ? i�(qn)n�n0 does not converge in IR, and, if (qn)n�n0 converges in IR then Limit(q0; q1; q2; : : :) = lim qn, the (usual) limitof (qn)n�n0 in IR. If qn = ? for in�nitely many n then we de�ne Limit(q0; q1; q2; : : :) = ?. If (Fj)j�0 is a sequence offunctions Fj : Dn ! IR then Limit(F0; F1; F2; : : :) denotes the function Dn ! IR, d 7! Limit �F0(d); F1(d); F2(d); : : :�.[[q]]M = q, [[ expr1 op expr2 ]]M = [[expr1]]M op [[expr 2]]M, [[ �expr ]]M = �[[expr ]]M,[[term(z1; : : : ; zn)]]M = [[term]]M(I(z1); : : : ; I(zn)), [[Pz[expr ]]]M = Pd2D [[expr ]]M[z:=d],[[minz[expr ]]]M = min�[[expr ]]M[z:=d] : d 2 D	, [[maxz[expr ]]]M = max�[[expr ]]M[z:=d] : d 2 D	,[[Z]]M = I(Z), [[ �z1; : : : ; zn[expr ] ]]M(d1; : : : ; dn) = [[expr ]]M[z1:=d1;:::;zn:=dn];[[ limit Z [ term " term0 ] ]]M = Limit(F0; F1; F2; : : :) where F0 = [[term0]]M, Fn+1 = [[term ]]M[Z:=Fn].Here, if n, m � 0 and z1; : : : ; zn are pairwise distinct individual variables and Z1; : : : ; Zm are pairwise distinct termvariables where the arity of Zj is kj and di 2 D, Fj : Dkj ! IR thenM[z1 := d1; : : : ; zn := dn; Z1 := F1; : : : ; Zm := Fm]denotes the model (D; J) where J(zi) = di, J(Zj) = Fj and J(z) = I(z), J(Z) = I(Z) in all other cases.We present conditions about the arguments term and term0 of the limit operator that turn limitZ[: : :] into a leastor greatest �xed point operator (Theorem 1). Let < be a nonempty subset of IR that is closed under monotonic limits(i.e. whenever q0 < q1 < : : : is a sequence in < then Limit(q0; q1; : : :) 2 <). Moreover, we assume that a = min<and b = max< exist. For instance, < = fa; bg or < is the closed interval [a; b]. A model M = (D; I) is calleda <-model i�, for each term variable Z, the range of I(Z) is contained in <. term is called <-closed i�, for each<-modelM, the range of [[term ]]M is a subset of <. A term variable Z is called formally continuous in term i�, foreach subexpression expr1 op expr2 of term that contains a free occurrence of Z, the operator op preserves in�ma andsuprema (e.g. op 2 f+; �; opmin ; opmaxg). Z is called formally monotone in term i� all free occurrences of Z in termfall under an even number of negations. term is called <-divergence-free i�, for each subterm limit Z [term 0 " term0],Z is formally continuous and formally monotone in term 0 and term 0 and term 00 are <-closed.Theorem 1 Let term and term0 be n-ary terms that are <-closed and <-divergence-free and Z an n-ary term variablethat is formally continuous and formally monotone in term. Then, limitZ[term " term0] is <-closed (and <-divergence-free). Moreover, if M = (D; I) a <-model and 
 : (Dn ! [a; b]) ! (Dn ! [a; b]), 
(F ) = [[term ]]M[Z:=F ], then[[limit Z[term " �s[a]]]]M is the least �xed point of 
 and [[limit Z[term " �s[b]]]]M the greatest �xed point of 
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Using Theorem 1, it is easy to see that the semantics for expressions or terms of the relational mu-calculus agreeswith the standard semantics �a la Park. In the full paper we also show that the positive modal mu-calculus with thenon-standard interpretations of [Sei96, HK97] can be embedded into the algebraic mu-calculus. In these subcalculi,the expressions can be viewed as properties for durational transition systems where the semantics is a quantitativemeasure of how long a property holds [Sei96] or for probabilistic transition systems where the semantics is a real numberbetween 0 and 1 that can be viewed as the probability with which the property is satis�ed.3 An algorithm for computing the semanticsWe describe an algorithm for computing the semantics [[: : :]]M which uses multiterminal binary decision diagrams(MTBDDs) as introduced by Clarke et al [CFM+93]. MTBDDs are an extension of Bryant's ordered BDDs [Bry86]that can be viewed as a data structure for real-valued functions and that we use to represent the meaning of algebraicexpressions and terms. If the expressions are viewed as properties (or formulas) whose validity is measured by anextended real (rather than the usual truth values 0 or 1) then our method can be viewed as a model checker thattakes a modelM and an expression (or term) as its input and returns the \truth value" [[: : :]]M for the correspondingproperty. Our algorithm works similar to the one for the relational mu-calculus presented in [BCM+92] that computesthe BDD-representations for the formulas and relational terms. In this paper, we only consider the case where thedomain D is f0; 1g. The general case where D is an arbitrary �nite set can be handled as in [BCM+92] which is basedon an encoding of the elements of D by bit vectors. Of course, the correctness of our method is up to the errors thatarise from the approximations for the limit operator.In the same way as the relational mu-calculus (together with the method of [BCM+92]) can be viewed as a lan-guage for BDDs the algebraic mu-calculus yields a language for MTBDDs. For this, we introduce a mixed calculusthat extends the algebraic mu-calculus by considering MTBDDs as term variables with a �xed interpretation. Anyclosed mixed term can be retransformed into an algebraic term for which our method computes the correspondingMTBDD, and hence, can be considered as a procedure for the computation of a MTBDD.MTBDDs: We briey recall the de�nition of MTBDDs [CFM+93, CFZ96]. Let Var be a �nite set of variablesand < a total order on Var . A MTBDD over hVar ; <i is a rooted, directed graph with vertex set V containing twotypes of vertices, nonterminal and terminal. Each nonterminal vertex v is labelled by a variable var(v) 2 Var andtwo sons left(v), right(v) 2 V . Each terminal vertex v is labelled by an extended real number value(v). For eachnonterminal node v, we require that var(v) < var(left(v)) if left(v) is nonterminal and var(v) < var(right(v)) ifright(v) is nonterminal. A BDD is a MTBDD where all terminal vertices are labelled by 0 or 1. If Var = fx1; : : : ; xngand x1 < x2 < : : : < xn then we speak about MTBDDs over (x1; : : : ; xn) rather than MTBDDs over hVar ; <i. EachMTBDD Q over (x1; : : : ; xn) represents a function FQ : f0; 1gn ! IR as follows. Given a bit vector b = (b1; : : : ; bn), wetraverse Q starting in the root. If we reach a nonterminal vertex v labelled by xi then we go to left(v) (resp. right(v))if bi = 0 (resp. bi = 1). If we reach a terminal vertex v then we put FQ(b) = value(v). Vice versa, given a functionF : f0; 1gn ! IR then the \Shannon tree" can be viewed as a MTBDD that represents F . Canonical (\minimized")MTBDD-representations can be obtained using Bryant's Reduce operator [Bry86].Our algorithm uses the following operators on MTBDDs which are taken from [Bry86, CFM+93]. Let Q, Q1,Q2 be MTBDDs over (x1; : : : ; xn). If op a binary operator on the extended reals then Apply(Q1;Q2; op) returnsthe unique reduced MTBDD Q over (x1; : : : ; xn) where FQ = FQ1 op FQ2 . Neg(Q) returns the MTBDD for thefunction F = �FQ. If y1; : : : ; yn be pairwise distinct variables then Qfx1  y1; : : : ; xn  yng denotes thoseMTBDD over (y1; : : : ; yn) that arises from Q by renaming simultaneously the variables xi by yi. If i 2 f1; : : : ; ngand b 2 f0; 1g then Qjxi=b denotes the unique reduced MTBDD over (x1; : : : ; xi�1; xi+1; : : : ; xn) that represents thefunction f0; 1gn�1 ! f0; 1g, (b1; : : : ; bi; bi+1; : : : ; bn) 7! FQ(b1; : : : ; bi�1; b; bi+1; : : : ; bn).Computing the semantics for the algebraic mu-calculus using MTBDDs: Let IndVar denote the set ofindividual variables. We �x a total order < on IndVar and de�ne an algebraic expression and term (with individualvariables belonging to IndVar) to be well-formed i�, for each subexpression of the form term(z1; : : : ; zn), we havez1 < : : : < zn. In what follows, we assume a modelM = (D; I) where D = f0; 1g and, for each n-ary term variableZ, the function I(Z) is represented by a MTBDD (also called I(Z)) over (#1; : : : ; #n) where #1; #2; : : : ; #n are dummyvariables ordered by z < #1 < : : : < #n for all z 2 IndVar . For expr well-formed, we de�ne MtbddI [[expr ]] to be aMTBDD over hIndVar ; <i. Each n-ary well-formed algebraic term term is associated with a MTBDD MtbddI [[term]]over hIndVar [ f#1; : : : ; #ng; <i. We compute MtbddI [[: : :]] for well-formed algebraic expressions and terms by struc-tural induction as shown in Figure 1. Here, we suppose an extension of + and � to operators on the extended realswhere ? � q = q � ? = ? for all q 2 IR n f0g, 0 � ? = ? � 0 = 0 and ? + q = q + ? = ? for all q 2 IR and I [: : :] isde�ned in the obvious way.
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MtbddI [[q]] denotes the MTBDD that consists of a terminal vertex labelled by q.MtbddI [[ expr1 op expr2 ]] = Apply �MtbddI [[expr1]];MtbddI [[expr 2]]; op�MtbddI [[ �expr ]] = Neg �MtbddI [[expr ]]�MtbddI [[ term(z1; : : : ; zn) ]] = MtbddI [[term]]f#1  z1; : : : ; #n  zngMtbddI [[ Pz [expr ] ]] = Apply �MtbddI [[expr ]]jz=0;MtbddI [[expr ]]jz=1;+�MtbddI [[ minz [expr ] ]] = Apply �MtbddI [[expr ]]jz=0;MtbddI [[expr ]]jz=1; opmin�MtbddI [[ maxz [expr ] ]] = Apply �MtbddI [[expr ]]jz=0;MtbddI [[expr ]]jz=1; opmax�MtbddI [[Z]] = I(Z), MtbddI [[ �z1; : : : ; zn[expr ] ]] = MtbddI [[expr ]]fz1  #1; : : : ; zn  #ngMtbddI [[ limit Z[ term " term0 ] ]] = Qwhere Q is computed as follows. We �x some " > 0 \su�ciently small" and some natural number nmax (themaximal number of iterations). Let m be the arity of Zj and z = (z1; : : : ; zm) an m-tuple of individual variableswith z1 < : : : < zm. We choose some \new" m-ary term variables Znew , Zold and Y and compute Q as follows.n := 0; Q0 := MtbddI [[term0]];Repeatn := n+ 1; Qn := MtbddI[Z:=Qn�1][[term ]];B := MtbddI[Zold :=Qn�1;Znew :=Qn][[ �z[ (Zold (z)� Znew (z) > ") _ (Zold (z)� Znew (z) < �") ] ]]until n = nmax or B = �z[0];Q := MtbddI[Y :=B;Znew :=Qn][[ �z [ Y (z) � ? + (1� Y (z)) � Znew (z) ] ]].Figure 1: MTBDD-based method for computing the the semantics of the (well-formed mu-calculusThe mixed calculus: The syntax of mixed expressions and terms is given by the following production system.expr ::= q j z j expr1 op expr2 j � expr j term(�1; : : : ; �n) j Pz[expr] j minz[expr] j maxz[expr]term ::= Z j Q j �z1; : : : ; zn[expr] j limit Z[ term " term0 ]where q 2 IR, op 2 Op, Q is a MTBDD over (#1; : : : ; #n), �1; : : : ; �n 2 f0; 1g [ IndVar , z, z1; : : : ; zn 2 IndVar suchthat z1; : : : ; zn are pairwise distinct and Z is an n-ary term variable. For z = (z1; : : : ; zn), we briey writePz ratherthanPz1 : : :Pzn . Similarly, minz, maxz or �z have the obvious meaning. Free and bounded occurrences of individualor term variables in mixed expressions or terms, closedness of mixed terms and the boolean subcalculus are de�ned inthe obvious way.For the closed mixed terms we compute the corresponding MTBDD with the model checker described for thealgebraic mu-calculus. For this, we \retransform" any closed mixed term term into a well-formed algebraic term inthe following way. We use individual variables of IndVar 0 = IndVar [ f�1; : : : ; �Ng where �1; : : : ; �N are pairwisedistinct \fresh" variables (not contained in IndVar) and where N is the maximal number n where term contains asubterm of the form term0(�1; : : : ; �n). We extend the order < on IndVar to an order on IndVar 0 (also denoted by <)where we de�ne z < �1 < : : : < �N for all z 2 IndVar . For each individual variable z 2 IndVar 0 we choose a \new"1-ary term variable Zz. For each MTBDD Q over (#1; : : : ; #n) that occurs as an n-ary subterm of term we choose a\new" term variable ZQ of arity n. Each subexpression term0(�1; : : : ; �n) of term is replaced by the mixed expressionterm00(y1; : : : ; yk) where term00 = �y1; : : : ; yk[P�1;:::;�n [term0(�1; : : : ; �n) � bexpr]], fy1; : : : ; ykg = f�1; : : : ; �ng \ IndVarsuch that y1 < y2 < : : : < yk andbexpr = ^1�i�n�i=0 :�i ^ ^1�i�n�i=1 �i ^ ^1�j�k ^1�i�n�i=yj(�i $ yj):Each occurrence of a MTBDD Q as a subterm of term is replaced by ZQ, each occurrence of an individual variable z 2IndVar 0 as a subexpression of term by the algebraic expression Zz(z). Let term be the resulting algebraic term. Clearly,term is well-formed with respect to the chosen ordering < on IndVar 0. We de�ne Mtbdd[[term]] = MtbddI [[term]]where I is an interpretation with I(ZQ) = Q and I(Zz) is the BDD over (#1) that represents the boolean functionF (b) = b. In what follows, we identify each closed mixed term term with the corresponding MTBDD Mtbdd[[term]].For instance, if P is a MTBDD over (#1; #2; #3) then �y[P(0; y; y)] is identi�ed with the MTBDD for �y[term(y)]where term = �y[P�1;�2;�3 ZP(�1; �2; �3) � bexpr ] and bexpr = :Z�1(�1) ^ (Z�2(�2)$ Zy(y)) ^ (Z�3(�3)$ Zy(y)).4



4 ApplicationsAs the relational mu-calculus is contained in the algebraic mu-calculus all problems that can be reduced to therelational mu-calculus (and solved with the model checker of [BCM+92], e.g. the symbolic veri�cation methods forparallel systems) can also be solved with our framework. In this section, we present some possible applications of thealgebraic mu-calculus (more precisely, the mixed calculus) where the relational mu-calculus fails as it is not able todeal with arithmetic operations.4.1 Solving graph theoretical problems with MTBDDs[BCM+92] shows that several reachability problems in graphs can be embedded into the relational mu-calculus (andhence, can be solved using the BDD-based model checker for the relational mu-calculus). Here, we present a simpleexample (the problem of cheapest paths in directed graphs) where our MTBDD-based framework can be applied whilethe approach with BDDs fails as it cannot handle arithmetic operations.Let G = (V;E; cost) be a �nite directed graph with a positive cost function, i.e. V is a �nite set of vertices,E � V � V a set of directed edges and cost : E ! IR>0 a function that assigns to each edge (v; w) the cost cost(v; w)for passing the edge from v to w. For simplicity, we assume that (v; v) =2 E for all vertices v and extend cost toa function C : V � V ! IR where we put C(v; v) = 0 and C(v; w) = ? if (v; w) =2 E, v 6= w. We encode V inf0; 1gn where n = dlog jV je and represent G by a MTBDD C over (#1; : : : ; #2n) such that FC(b; c) = C(v; w) if b isthe encoding of v and c the encoding of w (and FC(b; c) = 0 if b or c does not represent the encoding of a vertex). TheMTBDD Q for the mixed term limit Z [ �v; w[ minu [ Z(v; u)+C(u;w) ] ] " C ] represents the function V � V ! IRwhichs assigns to each pair (v; w) of vertices the cost for a cheapest path from v to w in G. (Here, we assume anextension of opmin on IR where q opmin ? = ? opmin q = q and that u, v, w are n-tuples of pairwise distinct individualvariables that range over the encodings of the vertices.)4.2 Matrix operations using MTBDDsAs shown in [CFM+93, HMP+96, BFG+97], MTBDDs yield an e�cient representation for matrices. In this section, webriey explain how the mixed calculus can be used to implement operations on matrices. As described in [CFM+93],using an encoding of the indices for the rows and columns in f0; 1gn and f0; 1gm respectively, any 2n � 2m-matrix Acan be represented by a MTBDD over n +m variables. For simplicitity of the expressions and terms, we deal herewith a representation of a 2n � 2m-matrix A by a MTBDD A over (#1; : : : ; #n+m) where (#1; : : : ; #n) stands for theindex for the row while (#n+1; : : : ; #n+m) ranges over the indices for the columns.LetA1 andA2 be MTBDDs over (#1; : : : ; #n+m) and (#1; : : : ; #m+k) that represent matricesA1 andA2 respectively(where A1 is a 2n � 2m-matrix and A2 a 2m � 2k-matrix). The MTBDD corresponding to the closed mixed term�x; z [ Py A1(x; y) � A2(y; z) ] represents the product A1 � A2. Here, x = (x1; : : : ; xn), y = (y1; : : : ; ym) andz = (z1; : : : ; zk).In the literature about numerical analysis a variety of iterative methods for solving linear equation systems areproposed, see e.g. [Var62, YG73]. Most of them can be implemented with MTBDDs using our method to compute theapproximate meaning of mixed terms. For simplicity, we only describe how to embed the following \naive" methodinto the mixed calculus. This simple method can be viewed as the basis of several methods, e.g. the methods by Jacobior Gauss-Seidel or the relaxation methods. (See [HMP+96] for a more detailed discussion how to use MTBDDs forsolving linear equation systems by iterative methods.)Let A be a 2n � 2n-matrix, I the 2n � 2n-identity matrix. We assume that kI �Ak < 1 for some matrix normk � k. Then, I �A is regular and, for each 2n-vector q, the sequence (zk)k�0 converges to the unique solution of theequation system (I � A) � z = q where z0 is an arbitrary real vector with 2n components and zk+1 = q + A � zk .We represent A by a MTBDD A over 2n dummy variables and q by a MTBDD Q over n dummy variables. TheMTBDD corresponding to the mixed term limit Z [ �z[ Q(z) + Py A(z; y) �Z(y) ] " Q0 ] represents the solutionof (I�A) � z = q. (Here, Q0 is a MTBDD over n dummy variables with terminal values in IR.)Similarly, other iterative methods for solving classical problems of linear algebra (e.g. the iteration methods byMises or Wielandt for computing eigenvalues) can be embedded into the mixed calculus.4.3 Symbolic model checking for probabilistic processesIn this section we describe how our algorithm of Section 3 can be used to obtain MTBDD-based veri�cation methodsfor probabilistic processes. First, we deal with the logic PCTL (probabilistic computation tree logic) as introducedby Hansson & Jonsson and show how (a variant of) the model checking algorithm of [HJ94] can be implementedusing MTBDDs. (See also [BCH+97] which describes a MTBDD-based model checker for the method presented in[HJ94] without using the algebraic mu-calculus.) In the full paper we show how the algebraic mu-calculus can be usedto obtain a MTBDD-based model checker for PCTL interpreted over Markov chains with non-determinism [BA95].Second, we briey explain how to use the mixed calculus for computing the bisimulation equivalence classes �a la Larsen5



& Skou [LS91].Markov chains: A Markov chain is a pair (S;P) where S is a �nite set of states and P : S � S ! [0; 1] a functionsuch that, for all s 2 S, Pt2S P(s; t) = 1. A path in a Markov chain (S;P) is a nonempty (�nite or in�nite)sequence � = s0s1s2 : : : of states si 2 S such that P(si; si+1) > 0, i = 0; 1; 2; : : :. A fulpath is an in�nite path.Path(s) denotes the collection of all fulpaths � = s0s1s2 : : : that start in s (i.e. s0 = s). Let �(s) be the smallest�-�eld on Path(s) that contains all basic cylinders Cylinder (s0 : : : sk) = f� 2 Path(s) : s0 : : : sk is a pre�x of �g wheres0 : : : sk ranges over all �nite paths that start in s. Prob denotes the unique probability measure on �(s) such thatProb(Cylinder (s0 : : : sk)) = P(s0; s1) � : : : �P(sk�1; sk).To represent the transition matrix of a Markov chain by a MTBDD we abstract from the names of states andinstead, similarly to [BCM+92, CGL93], use an encoding of the states by bit vectors (cf. [BCH+97]). Let (S;P) bea Markov chain and n = dlog jSje. We �x an encoding of S in f0; 1gn, i.e. an injective function code : S ! f0; 1gn,and replace (S;P) by the Markov chain (f0; 1gn;P) where P : f0; 1g2n ! [0; 1] is given by P(b; c) = P(s; t) ifb = code(s) and c = code(t), P(b; c) = 1 if b = c =2 code(S) and P(b; c) = 0 in all other cases. We represent P by aMTBDD P over (#1; : : : ; #2n) where FP = P. In what follows, we use n-tuples s and t of pairwise distinct individualvariables to range over the encodings of the states. Similarly, we can deal with action-labelled Markov chains. Let(S;P;Act) be an action-labelled Markov chain (i.e. Act is a �nite set of actions and P : S � Act � S ! [0; 1] is afunction with Pt P(s; �; t) 2 f0; 1g for all s 2 S and � 2 Act .) We use an encoding of the actions in f0; 1gk(where k = dlog jAct je) and represent P by a MTBDD for the function P : f0; 1g2n+k ! [0; 1] which is given byP(b; a; c) = P(s; �; t) if b = code(s), a = code(�) and c = code(t) and P(b; a; c) = 0 in all other cases.Model checking for the probabilistic temporal logic PCTL: PCTL [HJ94] is an extension of CTL [CES86]which contains propositional logic and the temporal operator U (\until") which is used in connection with an intervalof probabilities. (For simplicity, we omit the bounded until operator and use slightly di�erent notations for the untiloperator than [HJ94].) The syntax of PCTL is as follows:� ::= tt j a j �1 ^ �2 j :� j IP ./p(�1U�2)where a is an atomic proposition, p 2 [0; 1] and ./ 2 f�;�; <;>g. Intuitively, IP ./p(�1U�2) asserts that theprobability of fulpaths starting in the current state ful�lling �1U�2 is ./ p. Operators for modelling \eventually" or\always" can be derived by IP ./p(3�) = IP ./p(ttU�) and IP ./p(2�) = IP ./(1�p)(3:�) where � =�, < =>, � =� and> =<. For instance, if error is an atomic proposition that characterizes all states where a system error has happenedthen IP<0:001(3error) asserts that the probability for a system error is less than 0:001. If crit1 and crit2 are atomicpropositions stating that certain processes P1 or P2 are in their critical sections then IP�p (2(:crit1 _ :crit2)) assertsmutual exclusion with probability at least p. PCTL formulas can be interpreted over the states of a Markov chain(S;P) which is endowed with a labelling function L that assigns to each state s a set L(s) of atomic propositions.(Intuitively, L(s) is the set of atomic propositions that hold in s.) The satisfaction relation j= is de�ned as follows.As usual, s j= tt for all s 2 S, s j= a i� a 2 L(s), s j= �1 ^ �2 i� s j= �i, i = 1; 2 and s j= :� i� s 6j= �. For formulasinvolving the probabilistic operator IP ./, we have s j= IP ./p(�1U�2) i� Probf� 2 Path(s) : � j= �1U�2g ./ p wherethe satisfaction relation for the until operator is de�ned as in the non-probabilistic case.We describe a method for computing the BDD representation Sat(�) of the (characteristic function of the) setSat(�) = fs 2 S : s j= �g. Using the mixed calculus, the BDDs Sat(�) are computed by structural induction. Weassume that for each atomic proposition a there is a BDD Ba that represents the (characteristic function of the) setof states where a holds, i.e. the set fs 2 S : a 2 L(s)g. The handling of the propositional formulas is clear: Weput Sat(tt) = �s[1], Sat(a) = Ba, Sat(�1 ^ �2) = �s[Sat(�1)(s) ^ Sat(�2)(s)] and Sat(:�) = �s[:Sat(�)]. Incontrast to [HJ94] we use an iterative method which involves the limit operator. We de�ne Sat(IP ./p(�1U�2)) =�s[term(s) ./ p] whereterm = limit Z [ �s [Sat(�2)(s) + (1� Sat(�2)(s)) � Sat(�1)(s) � (Pt [ P(s; t) � Z(t) ]) ] " �s[0] ] ;The correctness of this method is based on Theorem 1 and the observation that the function F : S ! [0; 1],F (s) = Probf� 2 Path(s) : � j= �1U�2g is the least �xed points of the operator 
 : (S ! [0; 1]) ! (S ! [0; 1])which is given by: 
(F )(s) = 1 if s 2 S2, 
(F )(s) = 0 if s 2 S n (S1 [ S2) and 
(F )(s) =Pt2S1[S2 P(s; t) � F (t) ifs 2 S1 n S2. Here, Si = Sat(�i).Deciding bisimulation equivalence: We show how the bisimulation equivalence classes of an action-labelledMarkovchain (S;P;Act) can be characterized by a mixed term. A bisimulation is an equivalence relation on S such that, forall (s; s0) 2 R, � 2 Act and all C 2 S=R, Pt2C P(s; �; t) =Pt2C P(s0; �; t). s and s0 are called bisimilar i� there isa bisimulation that contains (s; s0). (See [LS91].)As in the non-probabilistic case, bisimulation equivalence can be characterized as the greatest �xed point of theset-valued operator which assigns to each equivalence relation R on the state space S those equivalence relation that6



identi�es exactly those states s and s0 where (s; s0) 2 R andPt2C P(s; �; t) =Pt2C P(s0; �; t) for all � 2 Act and allC 2 S=R. Thus, the bisimulation equivalence classes are represented by the BDD corresponding to the mixed booleanterm gfpZ [ �s; s0 [ 8� 8t [ bexpr ] ] ] where bexpr is (Pt0 Z(t; t0) �P(s; �; t0) ) = (Pt0 Z(t; t0) �P(s0; �; t0) ) :5 Concluding remarksWe have presented a new general framework by which a variety of �xed point problems involving real numbers can besolved using our MTBDD-based method presented in Section 3. On the basis of Theorem 1, it is possible to formalizea series of syntactic requirements on term and the free occurrences of Z in term that ensure the existence of a least andgreatest �xed point of the operator F 7! [[term]]M[Z:=F ] and that allow us to replace the limit operator by �xed pointsoperators lfpZ[term] and gfpZ[term] whose semantics with respect to a <-model M is always a real number in <.(For this, <-closedness has to be replaced by a stronger but purely syntactic condition. This will be explained in thefull paper.) The resulting subcalculi capture both the declarative interpretations (i.e. F = 
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